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Faculty Member Charges
Discrimination in Housing
A blast at racial discrimination
in housing around the caniptia has
been fired by a Negro member of
the SJS faculty.
The accusation [Ottawa cats, on
the heels of a reported eritical
shortage ut’
quarters.
Harry Edwards, instructor in sociology and anthropology, has organized the Black Students of San
Just’ State College alai San Jose

THREE COEDS, desperate for housing, are
turned away by apartment manager Robert
Trinchero whose building is filled. "No Vacancy"
signs are common in the area surrounding
the campus s a record number of students

"near campus" quarters. Housing
Coordinator Robert Baron says the housing
shortage is most acute for men since no facilities at all are available for there. Few are availsearch for

able for women.

Gridders Wilt Under /kW’s
Fourth Quarter Rally, 27-16
at ia a.
offense for
most of the game, SJS’ gritty defense crumpled under the desert
heat and Arizona State’s runners
as the Sun Devils scored three
fourth quarter TD’s to rally for a
27-16 win Saturday night.
Rardy Cardin, Jack Brubaker,
Rich Watts and a host of other
Spartan defenders had led the visitors to a 6-0 halftime lead, but a
combination of the 90-plus weather
and mistakes by the SJS offensivi
Unit aided the Sun Devil rally.
The first play that hinted SJS’
downfall was late in the third
quarter with the Spartans leadin
9-6 and holding the ball on thaii
own 13. With a third and 11 situation, SJS set up in punt formation but Holman took the snap and
rolled to his left for a pass, only
to fumble the ball after being hit
by ASU’s Curly Culp.
Four plays later fullback Max
Anderson knifed over from the
one-foot line for an ASU score.
Kicker Bob Rokita made it 13-9.
Aided by a isass interference call
that moved the ball from the 43 to
the 12, ASU quickly made it 20-9
with 10:47 remaining.
A short punt by Sun Devil Ed

Rosetairo gave the Sjccu luccis I he
ball on ASU’s 35 with less than
eight minutes left and Holman
quickly took advantage of the
break to get his team back into
the game.
He hit Rudy Luehs to get to the
’26 and then zipped tr. iceelid la
halfback Glenn Massingale for a
TD and Russ Munson added the
extra point to make It 20-16.

with
left, tackle Mike Spit air blocked a Roseboro punt and
SJS recovered on ASU’s 16. But
I the golden opportunity presented
by the defense went for naught as
Wes Plummer pilfered a Holman
pass one play later.
The Sun Deviaa ,cared the
clincher seconds later as right half
J.D. Hill streaked for a 64-yard
’sprint with only 3:10 remaining.

Election Dates Set
For ASB, Freshmen
Eleet 1011

III
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president and freshmen representatives will be held October 11 and
12, according to Vic Lee, temporary ASH president.
The addition of a presidential
election to the annual vote for
freshman ASH officials was necessitated by invalidation of the
presidential election last spring.
At that time the ASH judiciaty
found President-elect John Bruck man guilty of violating two stations of the election code.
Brinkman, by his own admis-

slim, had knowledge of the distribution of a preferential ballot
on campus during the election
campaign.
Use of such lists was found illegal by the Election Board last
April.
The job of ASH president then
fell to Vie Lee, spring ASB vice
president, when President Jerry
Spotter resigned the position before the end of the semester.
Spotter would have continued in
office until it new election could
be held.

iiimimiemolinoninnollnielsInanownmininOm

City College to "fight bigotry and
racism on our campuses and in
(air community."
According to Edwards, the
group’s position will be clarified at
an II a.m. rally today on Seventh
Street.
Edward); has charged that two
apartment houses near campus refused hint lodging lust month despite the fact both displayed "caI cancy" signs.

"1 can show you vacancy signs
all over, but they’re not vacant
for Negroes," he has declared.
The one-time SJS basketball
great also has cited the eases of
live Negro football team members
who, he says, must live in a motel
because they can not find ii’. dig
quarters.
Informed of Edwards’ accusations, SJS Housing Coordinator
Robert Baron list week admitted

Traffic Remains on Sidewalk
Until New Lawn Takes Root
By JEFF BRENT
Spartan Dally Staff Writer
St anent traffic around the
Tower Hall beautfication project
will have to remain on the sidewalk instead of the spacious new
green laws for the time being.
Campus officials quickly saw the
possibility their new green lawns
v.ouki revert back to the past if
something was not done to protect the infant grass.
"This is a new lawn, too tender
for the traffic of our thousands
of students. Unhappily, we are
forced to bar traffic on the aia
until the new crass enn Is
root," commented President !
D. Clark. "I hope that the s!
will be patient and they a.
the grass a chance," he said.
Students will be ’pleased’ to
learn that all new lawns in the
’rower Hall complex area will be
fenced off with a steel cable to
protect the grass from thousands
of academic soles.

Record Broken
Registration records have been
shattered again as 22,359 students waited in lines to become
part of the school’s largest ever
student lxxiy.
Following a trend anticipated
by the registrar’s office, 1,203
more students have enrolled this
year than last aear’s total of
21,091. By Thursday of last week
at 5 p.m. the total was 17,999 -higher than that of last year.

According to Maintenance Department personnel, the new lawns
will have to be protected this semester to give the grass a chance
to become firmly rooted.
Furthering the Tower Hall complex crisis is the case of one new,
but malfunctioning fountain.
Already established as a good
place to gather, students can be
seen lounging around the Nunthin dangling their feet in the
cool water,

Maintenance officials reported
the fountain has been clogged by
grass, dirt, and debris, entering
the filtering system,
Maintenance personnel have
had to clean the fountain’s filter
as much as three times a day because of debris.
"It has to be cleaned almost
every day," a maintenance spokesman replied.. It is hoped the armtan will not be shut down as a
result of the filter’s clogging.

there is a good possibility" of racial discrimination in near-campus housing.
An investigation by Baron into
the situation, however, has shown
’there is no evidence to indicate
any apartment house owners using
Ii- i
all’ 44 test’ per.
ale coll.,

suns."
)1.11

I{

,1:,.
Ace,
on
open housing, all applaatat
unapproved houses listed with the
Housing Office must agree to rent
to any regularly-enrolled SJS student "regardless of race, creed, or
national origin."
’The policy of the college is
clear and. I trust, unequivocal,"
states college Pres. Robert D.
Clark, adding that he "deplores
racial discrimination in any form
in the college community."
"It is our intention to enforce
it strictly," emphasizes Dr. Clark.
In a statement last week, Dr.
Clark also pointed to the critical
shortage of housing in general.
"The problem is most acute for
men," states Housing Coordinator
Baron, who reports "nothing at
all" available in men’s living facilities.
There are only "a few" spaces
atilt open for women, he adds.
Baron has cited several possible
reasons for the housing problem,
principally the heavy record enrollment at SJS.

Dean Says New Law
Will Hurt Education

MORE NEAR CAMPUS

An SJS dean has charged that after four years if the fifth year
a new law easing the secondary is completed within seven years
of teaching. The new law allows
leaching credential requirements
five years to complete the final
will weaken the program consid- year of study.
erably.
Dr. Sweeney said, "In my estiDr. William G. Sweeney, dean mation this plan can weaken the
of the SJS School of Education, program considerably.
All the
criticized the new law as having legal requirements must be comtwo basic flaws.
pleted in the four years."
"First, it will be extremely diffiThis includes the 45 units of
cult to get all the basics in the state requirements, an academic
four years. And secondly, the fifth major, education classes and stuyear is left completely unstruc- dent teaching.
tured. Many students will end up
When asked if the new hill will
with 30 units of basket weaving." hurt the standard of secondary
The
signed Sept. 5 by Gov. citrication in California. Dr.
Reagan, is similar to the "partial Sweeney said, ’1 think it will
fulfillment of requirements" plan weaken the training. Na’e will he
for elementary teaching credential. providing less organized trainine
The law allows students to teach than we have had for ’20 years."

"More students than ever before
also want to live near campus,"
he suggests, adding that outlying
areas are now being occupied more
and more by pric ate families.
Edwards also has charged discrimination in S JS athletics.
"When the teams ,first get together at the beginning of the season, the white athletes get set up
with parties, dates, and other social niceties," he has declared.
"For the Negro athletes," he
says, "they call In me, a track star)
Tommie Smith, or S. T. Safford
(of the basketball learnt, hand us
520, and tell us. ’Show him a good
t"
Edwanis blames the coaches for
what he terms a "common Mina(Continued on Page 3)
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Salaries, Budget Cause risis in State Colleges
-

ccc FRANCINE MILLER
Ian Daily Assistant Editor

How does a state college exist
on a reduced budget, raise faculty salaries, and at the same time
maintain quality education?
It can’t and it doesn’t.
This week 22,100 117,110 fulltime equivalent) students will populate the SJS campus as fall semester begins.

F

Several thousands more quail to attend SJS-- will not. Their applications have been turned down
in an enrollment freeze this August precipitated by a number of
factors.
"Our single greatest problem."
says Dr. Hobert W. Burns, SJS
academic vice president, "is recraltment. We are getting less atid
less competitive.’
Of course, with fewer faculty,
fewer students can be taught. And
fewer faculty is the result of a
combination of a faculty recruitment freeze (Governor Reagan’s
budget cutting proposals put a
three-month moratorium on hiring I, relatively low salaries, and
an increase in professor turnover.
"Faculty turnover rate at State
Is currently in the neighborhood of
5 per cent," says Dr. Burns, warning that "the impact really will be
felt next year because the salary

crisis came too late this year for
many teachera to get new jobs."
But if the salary crisis came
too late this year for many professors to leave the California
state colleges, it also came too
late, as it does each year, to Inc
instructors from out of state tu
teach in the 18-college system.
1200 VACANCIES
As Dr. C. Manael Keene, assistant chancellor for faculty and
staff affairs, told a committee of
the State College Board of ’Fritstees meeting here this July, "More
than 12(9) faculty vacancies still
exist in the California State (’olleges, and the hiring session is
over."
By August, San Jose State alone
still needed 25 full-time equivalent or abou’ 62 actual) professors for the coming academic year,
according to Dr. Burns.
"The real problem," he emphasizes, "is vacancies in the regular,
continuing program at the introductory level where the salary
schedule is not high enough to
attract full-time people."
This year the College Board of
Trustees asked the state legislature for an IR per cent increase
in faculty aalaries, while the California Coordinating Council of

it State one out of
every 10 baldly members is parttime, reports the academic vice
president. "One hundred and three
full-time positions have been split
up to aecrannuidat more than 300
part-time people," he adds.

Higher Education asked for 13,5
pet cent.
These figures were the result of
an estimate by each group of the
salary schedule necessary to make
the California state colleges competitive with comparable institutions eLsewhere.

"Almost. any part-time person
will injure the quality of a program," states Dr. Burns. "Instead
ot having one person to teach four
elasses, we have four lawn teaching one elass each. And there is
no consistency its how the course
is approached."

The state legislature finally de
eided to grant the state colleges
an 8.5 per cent hike, which Governor Reagan then cut to 5 per
cent. Recent efforts by Democrats in the state legislature to
blackball Reagan’s veto and restore the cuts were to no avail.
And so, this year, with the 5 per
cent salary increase, a full professor with a Ph.D. at Step V tin
other WOMIS, the maximum position a state college professor call
attain> can make, at the most,
$17,016.

PART-TIME NEEDED

And the vicious circle continues,
choking the state colleges in their
attempt to maintain quality in all
phases of operation.
Explained SJS President Robert D. Clark In July, "We have
not been able to fill all full-time
faculty positions. It is too late to
cut back the number of stadents,
and so we must instead fill these
positions with part-time personnel even Clough it means some
erosion in quality."

"Of course," adds( Dr. Burns.
"some 1mM-time Ian:sons are necessary." They are needed, explains
College Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke, to "adjust to fluctuations in
course loads and to provide instruction in specialized subjects."
But, says the chancellor, "it
is more desirable to use full-time
faculty whose major pre-conception is with campus aetivities and
maximum availability to students."
But if more pal t -time people
are a result of the salary crisis,
they also and fuel to the fire, for
part-rime persans, by definition
hired on a fractional basis, are
also paid on a fractional salary
sca to,

Awnnonmillue.r.

Since hiring policy allows parttime personnel to teach three units
over the 12-unit normal teaching
load for full-time faculty, parttime employees are, in fact, being
paid less to do the same job as
full-time professors. Thus, as one
SJS professor asserts, "There is
little point in raising salaries to
attract and hold qualified professors."
President Clark has stated that
"we must not neglect the quality
of our teaching. This is our most
precious heritage and quite property the source of our greatest
pride and achievement."
But the problem is so camplex,
and the solution is not simple.
One method of alleviating the
problem is charging tuition fees to
provide the necessary funds to attract better quality professors.
This proposal, however, not only
puts a burden on the stttdent, but
attacks the very basis of the California state college system.
Said State Senator Thomas
Rees, D-Las Angeles, in an interview in the San Fernando Valley
State College "Sundial," "It would
he bad to charge a tuition fee: the
whole idea is to admit any student
who is qualified."
Meanwhile various faculty organizations at SJS Ind other state

college campuses Ira 1icen working proposals to establish a collective bargaining ;teen to negotiate wit Is represant at ices of the
state in matters of economic concern.
RASH OF STRIKES
With the rash ()I’ faculty strikes
already evident: ed this aear
throughout t he nat ion, col I eta i ve
bargaining proposals hy these orthe American Federganizations
ation of Teaaliers (AFTI, the Association of California Slate College Professors tACSCF!, and the
California State Empl(wcia Assoin the
ciation (CSEA1will
forefront of action to Combill the
of higher educat its, even
if it means a strike in the state
colleges.
Meantime, however, the state
colleges are once a,zain at an impasse the same situation in which
they find themselves ecory year.
And, to paraphiaise Dr. Marc
Tool of Statewide ACSCP, the
state legislature and the people of
this state are "either tragically
unaware of the basic facts of life
which face the California state
colleges in their attempts to recruit and retain competent faculty, or ’they( are playing dangerous games with California higher
educat ion."
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Keep happy
Live Full Life
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///1/ilf’/N which can affoct the benefit and harm of all. ought

By DOLORES CIARDELL1
I at all the smiling faces!
Look ar
completed, that is.
Once registration

ii miti heard by all, who may thus attain 1/u’beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
oppo,ac.-
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ki \ l:!;) \ \ I
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Why not smile? :I new semester, new
classes. no bad grades yet. The semester
is yours ... to keep up on all your assignments, to favorably impress your teach ens, to intelligently partake in class discusnions, and to earn your first is.
But even at this fresh, happy time of
.r in
the year depressing doubts may 111
the background. Didn’t you make the same
resolutions last year? Somehow they sound
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\\ bat lb- Spartan 1)aily is. and w hat
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familiar.
Unless you are one of those, lucky individuals who caji convince l i lll self this
year really will be different, you must
fare the situation squarely.

gni-e a interpretation. The facts. as.
seen. Is ill speak for themsely es.
’Flu. facts alone will determine wheIle reported. Hether an eIent
sponsihility for juibr:iig the %able of
the facts, eonsideritt,1 wit. impaet nit
the raniptis 1.0111111111111.). Will lie with
the Daily staff.
Editorial policy. then. is actually
more than a desire. It is a philosophy.
strengthened by rules. which demands
that no person or group 4f persons, interfere with the paper’s only purpose
K. H.
----tell ’cm how it is.-

Then, to avoid cracking up. you must
place things in their proper perspectiie.
According to statistics printed in a June
issue of Look magazine, the pressures
exams, grades. graduate work, and otl
student problems cause 1,000 college stt

"To achieve a Vietnam peace settlement, we are ready to talk
any time, anywhere ..." President Johnson
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Reagan’s Tuition Egg May Hatch After All
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push his "pay your 011:11 11- 111:111 leaked
re
c.erl last Jatuiar. lielegan’s
prentatuh
office i llllll ediately denied ally clear-cut
derision on tuition haol been reached.
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licagan elcieied reports that lie
phoned a 1111151’ for tuition. "It is like
Chicken Little running dreeititel saiteg the
sky is falling in.- he -optamked in roosponse to the rapiolk -building tuition fear
ill educational
flit.- .0 ter the -tory broke.
Ill’’ ,,40%.rnor admit h11
111/111;l111 1111111111
al thing.- Ile later res f a led plans
for a 7-2151 tuition rharge at stale colleges

Stoll Editorial

Responsibility Yours
\ long Y% illt the Itliiil scattering of
sludetit- itial.ing the classic 1.4-t-iiiintite
sprint ’trim 11.1,..1.1111111,. 1111111111T fall
\nil riding
S1.1111’sirr
CIT./ 111111
the hark of this settie-ter i- a student
hods well oyer 211.11111).
.S.1‘, is the fourth largesi institution
ol higher learning ill California. \ itil
i- dependent upon it- large student
hods for inotiYation and initiatie.
But -stinkiii 11,15 i- only a phrase.
It is it.ed to ’olio’, a gathering (of indiN iduals II’S ing toward a common
goal. to learn outside the le(thre flaIl
insido%

mill

a

’Fite indi% idual in this college will
dcte!mine the direetion S.IS takes this
year. lit’ %%
determine the amount
-ooport it. go% ernmettt 111.1.1.1
fill.

I.. .1 / I .1

and ii

4.11111111./ 111111 il. "lowl-
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.1 In- all 1.11111P. (111%11 111 a key word.
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A plot.

1.111111. 111 1’111111MS

"./.1111. frail! it 1111 V.11111111..

can’t teach it. /11111 .111 ti

ministration 111111.1 proy ide it, it is an
intliYidual -happening. lint ill a large college like ’.IS. it
ran happen that liii indi% idual may
begin to feel crushed. just an insignif icant student body card number miller a huge stack 41f student body cards.
\\ hen this feeling grows. responsibility
suffers a sure and painful death.
eampus composed of students 14111)
11111’1.1111T I 111’111-1.1%1’.. too insignificant
Ill’ -too busy- to do anything is an impotent campus. It becomes a wasteland, lint a campus of ituli
students with interests bey
I their
11W11,/ is a campus with guts.
5,15 lias imen underestimated for
Ion long. The lime is approaching when
it will Ile 1111111" than jit-I the largeI
of the California Slate 1;1,11cl:es.
It slowly has bten achieving leader.
ship in many fields --academie ricer!.
lence. student government and intereollegiate athleties. lint it lias i limg
1511, III go set. tol tidily it-. ’,Indent,
can acconiltii,ii

along with a Di per cent budget cut.

Chicken Little was right.
Letters, resoluti lll 5, telegrams and anti tuition petitions poured into Sacratnetito.
’the educational community mobilized to
express its opposition to tuition.
0111 POSITION NO
Thou -ands of
Ti, ITION- bumper stickers sold at campuses across the o-tate.
Facaltv 111111 students marched to the
and budget
capitol. protesting both tteie
cuts, ultielt by February appeared to present a greater danger than tuition.
With a few well -aimed insults, Reagan
turned the ionf root:ditto with protesters
into all embarrassing booing 111111 catcall.
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section will
appear on the editorial page again this year. It
offers students and faculty a chance to empress their
views on campus, local, national or international
issues.
time before
ing fiasco. II mill be s
California higher education outlives the
disgrace. of that moment.
Oil February 2$ the governor unexpectedly backed down on the state college
tuition issite. Faced with an organized and
vocal opposition. and unsure of his fledgling legislature, Reagan wisrly avoided

testing his strength in such turbulent
egg hack in the nest
Intl the I ll i l
and derided to sit on it for a while longer.
The gull’ l-nor then turned his attention
in educational budget cuts.
I Itimatok. ill mid -March Reagan softened
m11.11 f
his hard-boiled budget line. cutting ouly about 5 per cent
I
the slate vollege budget.
During the interim, however. the mire’,
taintv of the fiscal picture had brought
Loath% hiring to a standstill. And by this
time the cream (of the professorial crop
had been gleaned by It
and colleges ill other states,
l’Ite full extent Of recruitment delay
damage is difficult to assess. But it is
clear that budget problems drastically di-

luted the (wittily of this year’s state college
faculty.
Aol
strators. because of a dearth of
qualified instructors for fulktime positions, were 1.0111111.111.11 to fill faculty gaps
with part-time professors.
Ilv forcing the state colleges to their
financial knees. Reagan has created a climate which may make tuition more acreptable. if not more palatable. Revenue
from t
or any source would be welcomed if the present fiscal bind continues

much longer.
The goernor already appears to have
made significant progress leeward tuition
I:alifornia. On August
at the I ’liver -ilk
31. the I nit ’rsit v Regents, although turning donon an outright university tuition

plan. substituted an "unspecified charge
Ii) la paid by all $11111141111...
11 all I/111 11111111% 1111. ilikersitv will now
I...., tuition, for in way other state a "sillletit hdlg..- iso.ul,i be called by that name.

The action of the Regents, reversing an
earlier firm anti -tuition stand, may signal
a trend which could sweep the state college system into the tuition pool as well.
But in the legislature, where the question will eventually be decided, anti -tuition feeling is strong. Perhaps the key tuition opponent is Assembly Speaker Jesse
M. Unruh. After the Regents’ turnabout
move, the legislature’s most astute and efficient politician spoke out.
Unruh called for a "complete overhaul"
of the board, saying it was "no longer competent or able to give leadership to the
universitv."
I iIso inThe Democrat from Inglew
timated that Reagan may have a fight on

his hands when the state college tuition
issue reaches the legislature next session.
Democratic opposition to the proposal will
very likely turn it into a political dogfight.
Since both Assembly and Senate are
evenly split on a partisan basis. speculation on the outcome is virtually impossible.
With most parties to the tuition debate
firmly committed to one side or another,
one body has remained remarkably neu-

tral.
Last month the Coordinating Council for
Higher Education, organized a decade ago
to advise the governor and legislature on
matters, reimportant higher educat
fused to take a stand on the question.
Council member Louis Krueger asked
that the body take a positi iiii , but his motion was quickly tabled.
Until the legislature convenes again in
1%8, the tuiti llll egg will lie in Reagan’s
political nest. Changes will be made inside the shell to make the proposal more
appealing.
Reagan, in his dealings with the Regents, has learned the technique of compromise. He will surely employ it against
stiff resistance in the legislature. The egg
could come out in a more scrambled form
than at the University.
0%er all obstacles the governor intends
that the state college tuition egg break
open from the inside during the 1968 legislative session. And he is convinced that
it will.
But, as an educated farmer might say,
he’d beter not count his tuition chicken
before it hatches.
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dents to commit suicide each year.
Hence the reason to keep a balanced
mental outlook on events which, although
crushing now, will become more bearable
and perhaps even be forgotten with time.
Take your history class. You flunk your
first midterm, your teacher hates you
(mainly because you rarely go to class
and, when you do, you fall asleep), and
as a result of another "F" in your final
you flunk the class.
Now comes that overwhelming depression. Your irate parents and your p shing "inner voice" convince you that you
will be a failure in everything you attempt
for the rest of your life.
True, it was your own fault that an
flunked the class, and you should certainly strive for more conscientious school
habits.
But the fact is you flunked the course.
And is it really as bad as it seems at first?
So you have to repeat the class. So
you don’t finish college in four, or even
five, years. So you never finish college.
It’s a long life and you should never
think of it as "ruined"there will always
he some good in it.
No matter what calamity takes place today, the 51111 will still rise tomorrow and
there will be many tomorrows.

Life should not be taken too seriously
or the inevitable suffering will make it a
tragedy. It is to be enjoyed and lived to
the fullest every day.
Remember that you are really alke
during college: it is not just a hibernaf
period during which you prepare for "real"
life, which will begin 111/011 graduation.
Get in the habit of placing things in
their proper perspective now. It is a good
habit to develop.
Then later, when you don’t get your
promotion, or when your children distil).
point you, yon will face these problems
with a balanced mental outlook. This will
be healthier for you and others.
l
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Notable
Quotes
Willard Deason, Commissioner, interstate
C

neree C0111111111/11/0f1, III a talk before the

Association of I.C.C. Practitioners, meeting
In San Francisco:
As a schoolboy in south Texas, I was taught
to love and honor our country, to respect its
flag, to believe in its greatness. I imagine
you were too.
Today, it seems that some people have lost
sight of that greatness. They have embarked
on a path of negative thinking: of downgrading or berating their own Government. For
them, every day in every way, things are getting worse and worse.
With all these tales of doom and gloom,
was mildly surpriesd to learn of the thousands
of scientists, doctors, and engineers from
other countries who are pouring into the US,
each year.
Inflation and the proverbial shrinking dollar are favorite targets for the cussers. But
let’s translate these criticisms into comparisons in buying power.
The average Russian labors four times
as long as the average American to buy a
pound of beef. Six times as long for a pound
of butter. And 11 times as long for a dozen
eggs. In China, these items are not available.
to the average worker at any price, no matter how long he labors. And how about the
farmer? The value of farm property has increased three-fold in the last 50 years, and
total farm income has increased every year
since 1931
the hest fed, bes1 11.11.1. :111/I
A1111111tIMIC
bent P111/1111.41 11001111’ 111 the world. Th.ir.
what’s right with America.

I.

Shortage of Living Quarters
((’ontinued from Page 1)
tion. They segregate the athletes as soon as social activities
are involved. It’s totally different
from out there on the playing field
or floor."
Edwards also has found fault
with a college regulation allowing
special admission for 2 per cent
of the total college enrollment
who would not otherwise be academically qualified.
The majority of Negroes admit-

Degrees Awarded
To 750 Graduates
At Convocation
Seven hundred and fifty graduates received degrees at the Summer Convocation on September 1
in front of the Women’s Gymnasium.
Degrees were presented to students who had completed degree
requirements during the Summer
Session by SJS President Dr.
Robert D. Clark. Masters degrees
were presented to 280 graduates,
while 950 received bachelor of
sciences, arts or education degrees.
Dr. Hobert W. Burns, SJS academic vice president, spoke on the
topic, "Tale of Two Cities." He
discussed the choices graduates
would have in creating their futures.
"The choices we make and the
decisions we take in the Immediate
future will surely be recorded decades hence by historians as cause’s,
points which (no less than the decisions to establish the Committee
of Correspondence led to our national independence or the decisions implicit in the Emancipation Proclamation led to our survival as one nation), will surely
define the character and quality
of this nation for the rest of our
lifetimes and for that of our immediate descendants as well," he
said.
"What we do today and tomorrow, this year and next, actually
and significantly effects what will
happen tomorrow and the days
after, and the years after," he continued. "We are responsible for,
and therefore accountable to, the
future."

ted in the 2 per cent bracket are
not admitted for academic reasons
but because of their athletic
ability, he claims.
In reply to these charges, Athletic Director Bob Bronzan points
out that "of all the departments
on most university and college
campuses, the one department that
is least discriminatory is athletics.
"And San Jose State is no exception," says Bronzan, adding
that SJS has been "a forerunner"
in combatting racial discrimination
In athletics.
"Within the areas over which
coaches have influence or control,
there is no discrimination to my
knowledge," reports Bronzan. "Any
sensible coach makes sure there
isn’t. After all, he’s interested in
team esprit de corps and morale."
"Outside that area, however,"
he states, "we can only voice our
opinions, but we cannot manipulate housing or social activities."
While Edwards’ charge on social
activities in athletics is "partially true," says Bronzan, "we have
found from experience that a visiting Negro athlete usually feels
more comfortable when accompanied by another Negro.
"We probably work harder setting up visitation for Negroes than
whites," he adds, predicting that
"percentage - wise, entertainment
for a visiting Negro athlete is
probably greater because we realize it is more difficult for him
to go out and entertain himself
in San Jose."
Bronzan terms F.dwards’ arm-

PT N. fl5fl V
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sations on special admission an
"oversimplification." "All colleges
in California are authorized to use
the 2 per cent special admission in
cases where it is deemed necessary to admit students with special talents," states Bronzan.
"That doesn’t mean any great
athlete can be admitted. He still
must have a reasonably high grade
point," he reports.
-It would be ridiculous and poor
management for the college to
bring in any student athlete who
is a poor academic risk" just from
a time and money point of view,
he states.
"In fact." adds Bronzan, "there
are relatively few athletes who
come in under the 2 per cent. This
special admission is also Utilized
by ther departments on campus."
A
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SAVE 25% CASH
on all used books
at
Spartan Bookstore
"right on campus"

We tell students that the best way
to get ahead in this world is to stay put.
From their ranks will emerge our future leaders.

Stay in school, complete your education.
This is the way to a good job and all the
rewards that come with it (and we don’t
mean just the financial ones). That is the
message we put across whenever we
go to high schools and counsel students
on their careers.

So by helping them now, everybody (including
us) will benefit later.
We believe that our career-counseling sessions,
and the scholarships, fellowships and
college grants we provide, are encouraging
more young people to complete their education.

Why do we do this?
We realize that the greatest natural resource
any country can have is its young people.

Standard Oil is trying to help young people
discover more about themselves...
and the world they live in.

Standard Oil Company of California

The Chevron
Sign of excellence

and its worldwide family of Chevron Companies

Why is Cal book the place
to buy your books
Cal has two locations to serve

25% cheaper than new and full

you and both offer fast, effi-

refunds with receipt until Oc-

cient service at competitive

tober 6th. We honor both Bank-

prices. You can get used books

Americard and Master Charge.
Convenient hoot

Validated Parking at

Today through Thursday

CBD Parking lot

8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

near main store

Friday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

on San Fernando

Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando

457 e. san carlos
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Drama Staff Adds
Three Instructors
For Fall Semester

-
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The Drama Department han
added three ness instructors to
its staff fur the full semester.
Dr.

1,,A.! EiPilx,U210E

-

Lily," written by
Ron Magnuson, graduate student of San Jose State, had its
world premier on Aug. 26 at the
Marines’ Theater in San Francasco.
"Whip ... Lily" is concerned
primarily with communication

the
of
squadron
mod tad ion
United States Air Force and
was resident playwright at St.
Dominican College
fore coming to San Jose State.
Phillip Had will head the tech-

Mary’s

TWO-DIMENSIONAL PAINTINGS ON EXHIBIT
"SAUSAGE AND EGGS, by Farrar Wilson,
assistant professor of art, is one of the paintings currently on display at the San Jose Art

presented this semester by the faculty of SJS
This first exhibit, "Within the Painted Space,"
a collection of two dimensional paintings, will

Gallery, located at Ninth and San Carlos. The

run from Sept. 17-22.

current showing is one of four exhibitions to be

also gets
and ctaipciaii,,la
involved with civil sights, joketelling, burlesque comedy and
modest satire.
The play, according to John
L. Wasserman, a San Francisco
critic, was a "grab-bag of coinrnents which never paused lung
on

any single focus

to

The play, directed
di iced by Magnuson,
tained his M.A. degree
in June, closed after a

nical theater department in drama this semester. He has an exwriting and directing
-mai in both the film and
qi industry, including
iiitind of the Theater"
which he wi’ote for the Educational Film Series.

you will find

(loom, suddenly unfolding into a
rollicking comedy, according to
Wasserman. This fast change of
mood was seen throughout the
play.
Wasserman did not believe the
play could be considered a success, but declared that "one
must admire the ambition and
resourcefulness of Magnuson in
getting a professional pleAuction
of his play underkvay completely
from scratch."

there’s scads of them

MORE USED BOOKS
at
Spartan Bookstore
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OPENING
WEEK
Hundreds of un- advertised specials
in store! All categories.
Pop, Jazz, Classical, Rock ’N Roll,
and all the rest!
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Isley Bros.
SOUL ON THE ROCKS

Roberts Book Store
and choose the new
and used books you
need. Also, a corn p I et e selection of
school supplies.
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With a two man cast of Jim
Demaiest, well-known to Bay
area theatergoers, and Richmond
Hoxie, a member of Dartmouth
College professional resident acting company, the play opened
with an impending sense of

Follow the map to

visit-
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an actor and in summer theater
workshops.
CleVe Ilautiold, assistant pro-
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David

ing instructor. will be teaching,
directing and acting. Ile received
his Ph.D, from the University
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’The final play of this semester
will be an original play, as yet
undetermined, to be presented
Jan. 12-13.
Next semester ;it the imitation of the American Educational Theater Assn., San Jose State
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Repertory Theater,
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Greeks See
Heavy Rush

I.

The expectations for a big rush
turnout seem to be high this semester among SJS fraternities.
Rush sign-up was held last week
at booths on Seventh Street. There
were over 450 signees, and although an exact total was not
available by Friday, rush chairman Jim Roth of Sigma Phi Epsilon expected over 550. Last year
499 new students went through
formal rush.
’Things are going real well for
all of the houses," says Roth. He
also expects more pledges this year
than last, because those signing up
for rush are more serious about
joining fraternities than those who
signed up last year.
Formal fraternity rush starts tonight with each house hosting
smoker parties from 7 to 10, and
again tomorrow at the same time.
The Inter-Fraternity Council
(IFC) urges each rushee to attend
as many of these stag events as
possible, as they offer a chance to
really learn about the particular
fraternity which he is visiting. ’
This semester is an open rush.
From Wednesday until the end of
the rushing period, each fraternity
is free to plan an event of whatever type and at whatever time
it desires. Each rushee will be contacted by the respective fraternities concerning attendance at each
of their parties.
On Sunday, Sept. 10 the IFC
sponsored an all -student street
dance on Eighth Street between
the dorms, with a live band. Sunday, Sept. 17, there was an assembly for all rushees in Morris Dailey
Auditorium, with a presentation by
the IFC executive council. On the
same day fraternity houses were
open for inspection by rushees, to
provide rushees a chance to see the
whole fraternity system.
Questions about rush can be answered by contacting Inter-Fraternity officers.

Sororities Accept
171 Fall Pledges
Formal sorority rush week has
already ended at SJS this fall
with a total of 219 entering coeds
going through rush, and 171 pledging.
Last year, 310 coeds were registered during the summer for rush
compared to this year’s 233, and
there were 178 pledges.
Miss Virginia Ellis, Panhellenic
adviser, attributes the decrease to
fewer entering freshmen, and to
the fact that last year’s formal
rush was held during orientation
week, while this year it started
two weeks before school, on September 1.
There will be no spring rush this
year, but all sorority houses will
open-rush informally until they
fill their quotas.
Rush week began this fall with
the first annual Parents’ Coffee
Hour, which was held to explain to
parents and rushees what sorority
rush really amounts to.
On September 2 sororities held
open house, and rushees were
taken in groups to spend 15 minutes at each house. Following was
Ft series of four parties,culminating in the preference party
when each nishee went to two
houses at which she was willing
to pledge.
The number of rushees pledged
by each sorority is: A Chi 0-20;
A E Phi--2; A Phi-13; A 0 Phi16; Chi 0-18; DG-18; DZ-14;
G Phi Beta-20; KAT-20; KKG--20, and SK-10.

Kids Need Tutors
A campaign for 240 or more
volunteer tutors for a self-help
program for low income minority
families has been launched by
The Christian Ecunemical Council,
composed of six campus religious
groups.
The volunteers will work in conjunction with the Santa Clara
County Friends Outside.
The tutors will work in pairs
with children in the elementary
grades through junior high. Several
children of a family will be included in the weekly sessions.
Assisting with school work is
not the only objective of the program. Tutors will be working
toward total development of the
child by personal interaction, anti
helping to break down real or
imagined barriers by providing
support, encouragement and an
example to follow.
Applit.:111011S 31111 informal kin are
as .1113111P
Iplis religious
’,filo-, midal ihe Stialent AetiviLleb Ohio,’, ADM 174.
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New Foreign Student Center
Offers Friendship and Help
Whete does a young student .Jose area. On October 7 there will
far front family and native land, be an open house for faculty and
faltering In the use of English, the off-campus community.
Social dancing, television, pingturn for friendship, comfort and
pong, discussion groups and re.1 helping hand?
For inure than 900 international freshments at the center enable
students in five San Jose area col- I students to relax and forget school
leges and universities the answer for a few hours. In addition, Mrs.
is the International Student Cen- Brolly is organizing a new library
of books in foreign languages doter.
Nearly three-quarters of the in- nated by the community and by
ternational student membership foreign consulates.
The center arranges short vacaattend SJS: the remainder study
at Santa Clara University, Foot- tion trips, tours of San Jose area
hill College, San Jose City Col- industrial plants, and informal
lege and West Valley Junior Col- visits with local resident families
Friendship Families Program) to
lege,
broaden the international students’
The ISC has recently moved
exposuie to American society,
from its headquarters in the USO
business and culture.
building on Market Street to 174
Friendship Families invite forS. 13th St. in San Jose.
eign students regularly to their
"Now, the centa is more like a
homes on holidays to share their
home instead of an office buildmeals, picnics, and family gathing," says Mrs. Woo-Chang Brolly,
erings. The students attend connew director of the center. Headceits, weddings and movies arul
quarters now is an old house.
The ISC provides a facility for
international students to meet
each other and members of the
community. On Monday the center
held a meeting for foreign students and orientation leaders
which was attended by 300 persons, including 138 foreign students. It was the largest foreign
student attendance yet for the
event,
On Friday evening from 8 to 12
the center will hold a social hour
for foreign students in the San

visit parks, museums, beaches, and
sporting events with their Friendship Family.
The ISC will place international
students in residence in American
homes where they may pay for
room and board or work in exchange for them. In emergencies
the center may provide the student with overnight lodging, food
or money.
For the community, ISC student
members create opportunities for
Americans to learn about their
native foods, customs, dress, habits and industry. They have published a cookbook of recipes from
their own countries, have staged a
style show to display their homeland’s traditional dress, and have
presented a talent show including
their native music and dance. The
center also arranges for foreign
students to speak to public service organizations about their
’,unifies.

MORI/Oa/my

dents attending. The camp is held annually in
order to give entering SJS students their first
experience in the college community of which
they are to become a part.

ENTERTAINMENT around the campfire was
but one of the many activities offered to freshmen and transfer students entering SJS this fall.
The event was Freshman Camp, held Sept. 8-10
at Asilomar, Pacific Grove, with about 500 stu-

Prof Takes to Sea
Sun and sea is a catchy phrase
aptly describing two things that
go together, but school and sea
more accurately describes last
spring’s activities for Dr. Robert Pepper, SJS assistant professor of English.
Dr. Pepper taught English and
drama last spring semester on
the World Campus Afloat of
Chapman College in Orange.
Classes are held on a ship from
Holland-American Line, which
leaves Long Beach in February
and travels from Panama, around
north and east South America,
to West Africa and Western
Europe and then back to New
York on May 25.
The ship stops at a total of
17 po:ts. A variety of classes are
offered, but most are meant to
complement the travel, such as
history, literature and geography. Oceanography is also taught,
with the advantage of scooping
up specimens along the way.
The main purpose of the floating school program is to increase international understanding. "I think for the American
students the program has been
very successful in attaining its
goal," says Dr. Pepper.
Aside from the crew there
were about 500 people aboard, including 430 students. Before coming to port, a "fly -ahead man"

would go before the ship in an
airplane and confirm the living
arrangements (since this person
was Dutch, he was called the
flying Dutchman). They then
took a bus to see the city and
its environment. Then field trips
and lectures were arranged which
preferably tied in with courses
being given.
They also saw many dramatic
and musical performances, sometimes on board ship. One of the
most exciting, says Dr. Pepper,
was a shore visit to see a dancing, drumming and singing African troupe in Dakar, Senegal.
Another dramatic experience
was when three students crashed
an exclusive opening night of a
theatre in Salvador Bahai, Brazil, attended by governmental
dignitaries. The student editor
merely flashed his press card,
and after arguing a bit the
guards let them in. He even got
a special Mean() of Brazil’s
president.
"Having to give a final exam
during a raging gale was one of
the few problems we experienced," says Dr. Pepper. Frorn
Dublin all the way to New York
they were caught in a storm
that was "just short of a hurricane." It lasted for several days,
so exams were issued despite
goal." says Dr. Popper

Returns Guaranteed
on all books until
October 6th
Spartan Bookstore
’right on campus

Ile new Fryinadh RoadRunner
now at yout Plymouth Pealer:s
wi;ete the beatgoes on. "IP

Spartan Bookstore
welcomes you back with

MORE USED BOOKS

p11)5
of *inc Chirc

NOW OPEN
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
LUXURIOUS COFFEE SHOP
IN AN OLD ENGLISH PUB S1 YLE

GRO/

books for all classes

i

BEEEER

Onethird pound fresh ground
chuck served on a sesame seed
bun with American Cheese.
Pickle, Lettuce. and Tomato.

save 25% cash

Soup
wilco of Bread
owl of Salmi
A tureen of hearty soup and
e bowl of crisp salad mined
with our own dressing and a
loaf of French bread.

returns guaranteed until October 6th
(with cash register receipt)
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cholc of
HAM & CHEESE
CORNED BEEF
TURKEY
ROAST BEEF
REUBEN
served with a tureen of soup
These sandwiches are a meal in themselves. ’Thin slices of meat
heaped high on your choice of breads or our own sour dough
French breed.
1 (ill
Ire

Spartan Bookstore

rolt1 LOORS on Tap

"right on campus"

SAINTE CLAIRE HOTEL
MARKET AT SAN CARLOS

OPEN DAILY 7
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discount records, Inc.

NOW IN SAN JOSE

99C N. REDWOOD AVE. OFF STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
BETWEEN VALLEY FAIR & STEVENS CREEK PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTERS. PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Jr

SAM JOSE’S LARGEST & MOST COMPLETE RECORD SHOP - OVER 50,000 RECORDS
TO CHOOSE FROM IN EVERY CATEGORY - JAZZ - FOLK - ROCK - POPULAR SOUNDTRACKS - BROADWAY SHOWS - OPERA - CLASSICS - POETRY - DRAMA ETC.

WELCOME STUDENTS SALE
RCA VICTOR

ONE WEEK ONLY!

POPULAR and SHOWS

ONE WEEK ONLY!

RED SEAL CLASSICS

VINTAGE SERIES

3

69

36PL:9:E7CORD

LIST 5.79

INCLUDING:
FATS WALLER KING OLIVER
DUKE ELLINGTON COUNT BASIE
ISHAM JONES
JELLY ROLL MORTON
DON REDMAN BE -BOP ERA
SIDNEY BECHET
POP ARTISTS INCLUDE:

VICTROLA

YOUNGBLOODS
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE GLENN YARBROUGH
JOHN GARY
PAUL HORN
ROD
CARLOS MONTOYA
AL HIRT
McKUEN
JUAN SERRANO
HENRY MANCINI
PETER NERO
SHOWS INCLUDF:
FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
TORY AT SEA
PETER PAN

2

99

FANNY
SOUTH PACIFIC
BRIGADOON

3 69

UST 4.79

RCA VICTOR’S
BUDGET
LINE

FEATURING:
ERIC

VE VE

RAYMOND

HAVENS
GILBERTO

THE MOTHERS
McFARLAND

LALO SCHIFRIN
LEADBELLY

CAL TJADER

THE PAUPERS

WILLIE BOBO

EVANS

.19

NEW

WES MONTGOMERY

JAMES COTTON BLUES BAND
SMITH

WALTER WANDERLY

LOST CITY RAMBLERS & MORE

2

FEATURING SOULFUL STRINGS AND RAMSEY LEWIS

STORES
COAST TO COAST

PLUS MANY MORE

CARL WEINRICH

LIST 4.79

TIM

HARRICHIE
ASTRUD

RAVI SHANKAR
WILSON
MARTINO
MARTIN

THE BEATLES

KINGSTON TRIO
FRANK SINATRA

99
LIST 4.79

99

69

LIST 4.79

LIST 5.79

YOU MUST PRESENT THIS COUPON

THIS COUPON EXPIRES SEPT. 30. 1967

,7,7rirnryrirmfro-cmcvmrarn,n,..nr.nnnn

HOURS:

LOU RAW IS

THE SEEKERS

PETER & GORDON

STAN

I NAT "KING" COLE

SANDLER & YOUNG

ALL RECORDS IN OUR STOCK
ALL LABELS ALL CATEGORIES
MONO STEREO

PLENTY
OF FREE PARKING

ANNA MOFFO

299
69
3

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

CADET

GILELS

THE ENTIRE CATALOG

NANCY

HOWARD ROBERTS

KENTON

AL

I THE LETTERMEN

JACKIE GLEASON

DEAN

PEGGY LEE

TO NAME BUT A FEW

r"VALUABLE COUPON

ALL

SERKIN

INCLUDING:

JIMMY

DAVE VAN RONK

U R

PETER

LIST 5.79

JANIS IAN

BILL

VAN C L IB

BROWNING
EMIL

PREVIN

ANDRE

CAPITOL

CHOOSE FROM THIS GREAT LINE-UP OF ARTISTS:

GARY

LEWENTHAL

HENRYK SZERYNG

AND

3,6, T95

2,91479
STAN GETZ

LEONTYNE PRICE
JOHN

JUSSI BJOERLING

VERVE/FORECAST

DIN

SVIATOSLAV RICHTER

ERICK FRIEDMAN

THE VICTROLA SERIES GIVES YOU
GREAT CLASSICAL PERFORMANCES
BY THE FINEST ARTISTS AT BUDGET
PRICES.

GUARNERI QUARTET

FRITZ REINER

BREAM

CHARLES MUNCH

PER RECORD

ARTHUR FIEDLER

ARTUR RUBENSTEIN

LEINSDORF

JULIAN

189

VIC-

LIST 5.79

ALL

LO (5) SERIES 4.39 LIST 6.79

ALL

TAPE 15%
4 & 8 TRACK

OFF
LIST

4 TRACK

CARTRIDGES

REEL TO REEL

111101MiNWIMIMIMMINIT

FILLMORE

AVALON

POSTERS

FANTASTIC SELECTION

MONDAY -FRIDAY 10 a.m.-9:30 p.m., SATURDAY 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

discount records
990 N. REDWOOD AVE. SAN JOSE PHONE 246-3474

SPARTA

1

00
EACH

6 FOR 5.00

USE YOUR
BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE
OR FIRST NATIONAL
CHARGE

New College Union in Building Stage This Month
Construction

of

the

long-

awaited new college union building is scheduled to begin

this

semester, according to Executive
Dean C. Grant No ton.
The four million dollar project
is one of several that also includes an 18-story library which
will be the tallest structure in
the slate college system, housing
800 000 volumes.
Other construction projects include: A 12-story co-ed residence
hall with an adjacent cafeteria,
a 10-story office tower and fourstory classroom building for the
business department, a two-wing
science complex and radiology
laboratory, a new all-weather
track,

A

LOANS A UTHORIZ ED

_
COLLEGE UNION
. . . reality by 1968

According to Dean Burton. the
college union has been planned
for some time, but just recently
3.2 million in federal loans were
authorized so that construction
could begin. The loans will be
amortized by student fees, which
have been charged since 1964
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Cummings Takes New Post
As College Coordinator
The appointment of Dr. Ralph
TI
Cummings as Ciseelinator
School Relations Iasi week made
San Jose State the fourth California state college to add this
administrative post to its liaison
services.
The major objective of the new
program will be to foster a cooperative relationship between
the individual colleges, NI hl
and private, and the .t.,t,
lege system. Articulation e
junior colleges, and the dissemination of information to colleges
and high schools will he conducted through the office.
Los Angeles State College, San
Fernando Valley Slate, and California State at Fullerton already
have the preeram on their
campuses.
Dr. Cummings, formerly Associate Dean of Admissions and
Records, has been at SJS since
1958.
POSITION SWITCH

CY
AL

eN

ins. Cummings received his
Bachelor of Arts Deerer from
Pacific
Sea tile
College.
his
aansryr ci
ieence Degree from
I ’niversit V. and his
Rc’rllati.l’
T)oc’toi
i rduratien from Indiana r niversity.
John C. Nletiteinnery is taking
over the istion of Director of
Admissions and Records. He has
served as Registrar at SIS since
1957. He is a graduate of SJS.
A new Coordinator of Remedial
Services Robert C Bloesser was
appointed to fill the position
vacated by the death of Norman
Jones. Bloesser has been al SJS
I tartsince 1962. He received
Art
elor of Arts and Master
d
Degrees from the Unl ci
Missouri.
Bloesser has also served on
campus as a part-time assistant
le the Assaaciated Dean of Graduate Studies.

MIN

5
1MM

NFAY POST
Dr. E. J. Harrington has been
appointed to the new position
of Dean of Undergraduate
Studies. The position became ef-

Daily Announces
Publication Dates
The Spartan Daily will pub
Itch Wednestbo and Friday of
this week tind begin (tails editions nest week.
Iteadline for announcement
notices is 91 111,11 rs in advanee.
Forms may he obtained in JC
2014.
Ilisplas and classified .idverlking inform:Men is mailable
iii.IC 206 or by calling Esten211141.

also be conducted through it.
Acting Assistant to the President is James E. Noah, who will
relinquish his temporarily held
job in October to Charles W.
Reed. Reed will be coming to
SJS from Baton, Barton, Durstifle, and Osborn Advertising
Agency of San Francisco. Reed’s
main job will be working directly with the press and establishing friendly relationships with
community leaders.

DR. CUMMINGS
. . . in new job
receive last April, but is just now
really opening shop according to
Harrington.
The main purpose of the office.
will lye to see students who have
problems in the general education
equivalents
transferring
from one school to another. Appeal rase, will be handled by the
elirriculum construet

To

In

t-tent‘l’a I

t‘tIlletit

Noah will return to his former
job as Director of Public Relation and Publications in October.
Clarence E. Frizzel, general
manager of IBM Corporation in
San Jose has been named to the
Advisory Board of SJS. The
unanimous appointment of Frizzel to the board was made during
the two day summer session.
At this time the reappointment to the board of insurance
agent Ben. L. Reichmuth was
also made.
Chairman of SJS Art Department Warren W. Faus, resigned
during the summer to take a
sabbatical leave to study Oriental art collections in American
museums. Faus has served as
department chairman since 1960.

SECTION B

Scholarships
For Grads
Still Available
Opportunities to study for advanced degrees at a university
in the United Kingdom for two
years await winners of Marshall
scholarships.
These and many other scholarships are available to graduating SJS students.
Rhodes scholarships enable
unmarried male students under
24 years of age, of junior status
or above, to study at the University of Ovforcl. Deadline for applications is Oct. It.
Male or female graduates tinder the age of 25 may study for
advanced degrees at a university
in the United Kingdom through
Marshall scholarships. Deadline
for applications is Oct.. 2.
Fulbright grants can further
recipients training through academic study, research abroad, or
professional work in the creative or performing arts. Applications must be filled by Oct. 20.
Rotary Foundation fellowships
help unmarried male graduates
to study abroad for one year.
Deadline for applications
is
March 15, 1968.
Information and application
forms are available at the Financial Aids Office., ADM242.

when they were authorized by a
student vote.
One million dollars has also
been contributed to the union
fund by Spartan Shops for its
space in the building. This space
will include the bookstore, Student Affairs business office and
fEssi services.
Construction will begin later
this month. The building should
he ready for use in December of
1968.
THREE LEVELS
Located in back of the present
cafeteria between the Industrial
Arts and Art buildings, the new
union building will have three
levels with an open central core.
A lounge will be located on each
floor.
Additional features of the
building will include a barber
shop, a travel agency, sunken
living room, bowling lanes and
facilities for table tennis and
lockers. These will be located on
the lower level.
On the middle level will be an
information center, snack bar,
gallery lounge, private dining
and meeting rooms and the student affairs business office.
Top floor will house an art
gallery, browsing lounge, music
listening rooms, ballrooms, display lounge, student activity
center, conference rooms, private dining rooms, gallery and
reception lounges and student
council chambers and administrative offices.
Focal point of the redesigned
campus according to Dean Burton will be the new library, to
be finished in 1971. Costing $11.4
million, tile new building will replace the home economics building and the corporation yard
next to it.

.

DORM CAFETERIA
Next to the hall, which will be
ready for use in September of
1968, will be the cafeteria which
will Iell’e dorm residents. It will

Funds To Maintain
Work Study Jobs
For 800 Students
Work study jobs for 800 SJS
students have been saved.
assistant

funds will

he used to maintain the work
study

program

at

last

year’s

level according to Assistant Per-

Freshmen Blow Minds
On Weekend ’Trip’
EDITOR’S NOTE: Freshman
Camp is a weekend esperienee
the Amilomar Conference
at
Grounds near Monterey designed
to orient freshman and transfer
students to San JOSe State College. In this article Linda Arena.
an 8.18 freshman, describes what
Freshman Camp meant to her.
By LIND% ARPIN%
tIlls 11110 the
A nice
wends whce a freshman corn 11111,11,.. ie. Ti rib upperela ssmen
’nil,
one reeeives
h.,
ahoot Freshman
I ono
Camp
h Street
1
On ai Ill ii
early Frid, 11,1111111i.t. the freshman realizes it isn’t cut and
dried.
Counselors in yellow and white
beanies run up and down show
tug. "Blow your mind on Iii s
"Flower
number nine!" and

power on bus number two!" ill
they pass out Tootsie
licorice and balloons with the
enthusiasm of political campaigners.

. I ft rhyme
campers make up
with their group name, which
may be El Doodlebug, Los Stewplows:, El Wormo, or a similarly
unrhymeable tag.

Once on the bus, everyone
meets everyone, and ahifts from
the front to the hack to meet
snmeonri else, shouting the Prune
Song, Walliaeha, and what (Names
after 75.

Packing that last day in a
typically frantic 10 minutes,
thoughts come hack of the Saturday night dance where all 400
campers danced to a top Bay
Area hand, the Stained Glass.
The afterniein, en the beailt,
and playing sole, dl in the
mine to mind And the reopi.
Kro,
met make it
oilijn
I
alone, because it is
so lonely.

Arrival at Asilomar is similarly not blessed with silence, as
are the three days you spend in
ronstant aelivity.
This accounts for the hoarseness of counselors Sunday night.
Moving from Sports Groups to
Discussion Groups, to food, to
bonfires. assemblies, dances, and
fireside chats, the freshman is
immersed in new groups of
friendly people.
Sports groups are exciting as

The guts to en to the e; wale lion dinners without a friend to
lean on will he found, or to a
&Met, that might have hern .at
out before.
People jest don’t :eem
hard
anymore.

deal Science wing is scheduled for completion in January
of 1968, however the other wing.
Biological
the
fel’
intended
Sciences and a radiology lab,
will not be cempleted until
March of 1970. The entire (simplex will cost 11 minima
Another pneeet nearly finished is the track at Spartan
Stadium. It is constructed of
tartan, an all weather material
designed ler use in rainy weather as well as dry, and will cost
$200,000.
$28,180,700 of these projects
are state funded, while an additional $21,351,890 will come
nom federal funds.

CAMPUS THEME
The tall structure will be surrounded by a large paved area
which will set the theme for the
campus. The bottom floor will
consist of three separate garden
areas set below the main floor
and extending out into the paved
area,
The fully air-conditioned building will also house the Department of Librarianship as well as
audio-visual services and instruction. There will be classroom space for 183 full time
students.
Under construction now is the
new 12 story co-ed residence
hall between the existing men’s
and women’s halls. Ten stories
of the four million dollar building will be student rooms housing 300 men and 300 women students, while the remaining two
floors will consist of "commons"
lounges and TV rooms.

Student

Asilomar Conference

not replace, but merely augment
existing cafeteria facilities and
the food services in the new student union.
Burton noted that the business department, tient largest
in the nation, will have new
quarters by January of 1970. A
10-story tower and four-story
classroom building will be located west of campus on land
yet le be acquired. Working
drawings for the complex are
almost finished.
Some of the projects were
under way last year and are
nearly complete now. One is the
Physical Science building next to
the present parking garage. The

sonnel Officer Ronald Engdahl.
The student assistant program
will not be effected this year.
Gov. Reagan cut the funds for
the program from $27,000 to
$1,600 last spring. The cuts were
approved by the Assembly this
summer.
In addition to the state cuts
the federal matching funds were
redixed from a nine to one ratio to a three to one ratio on
August 31,
Last year $270,000 was available to provide SJS students
with jobs. This year only $6,400
is available.
"Nearly the entire student
body could qualify for the work
study program since the qualifications were eased in 1965," SJS
Financial Aids Officer Donald
Ryan said.
In Order In nhtain a work
shyly job students must. prove
Ii n :in eta I need.
4.1,1 spring more than 1,650
students were employed by the
won: study program, according
to James Noah, assistant to the
president.
Since the work study program
began at MIS in WW1, more than
$2.3 million in financial aid has
been available to S.JS students
llintugh the Program.

I

’‘Z

IT WON’T BE a skyscraper, but the proposed 18 -story library
will certainly be one of the most attractive buildings at SJS.
The $11.4 million project is scheduled for completion in 1971.

Prof Predicts Faculty_
At Bargain Table Soon
State College faculty members
will be at the bargaining table
with the State College Trustees
by the end of this year according to Dr. John Galm, SJS
American Federation of Teachers (AFT) president.
Last spring SJS faculty members voted in favor of collective
bargaining in a special poll conducted by the Academic Senate
in each of the 18 State Colleges.
Collective bargaining was defeated in a total vote of the
State Colleges by a margin of 52
per cent to 48 per rent.
SJS faculty members voted in
favor of collective bargaining 54
per cent to 4-6 per cent.
FACULTY POLL
Last spring’s election was a
poll to get a faculty sampling
of opinion on collective bargaining.
"I think the poll shows that
faculty members are moving
rapidly towards collective bargaining," Galm said.
Two faculty groups the AFT
and the Association of California State College Professors
(ACSCP) -- demanded trustee.
negotiate with them over fa,
ulty demands at San Francisco
State College.
SFS has previously voted the
ACSCP as its exclusive collective bargaining agent.
The trustees agreed to conduct an inquiry into the entire
issue of collective bargaining at
its September meeting.
ELECTION REQUEST
Galm said his organis.ition
will be at that meeting to prove
that the trustees have the power

Interviews Begin
For ASB Posts
Applications for positions on the
ASR Judiciary and the Elections
and Personnel Selertion Committees are ;ivailable in the College
Union, 365 S. Ninth St., are-turfing to ASR Personnel Officer
Steve Frank.
Wednesday noon is the deadline
set for appheations tit the Elections Committee. All other applications are due Friday ;it noon.
Interviews for positions on the
Elections Board will be held
Thursday and Friday afterno)n,
with interviews set for next Monday and Tuesday to the Judieiary
and Thursday and Friday to the
Personnel Selection Committee.

to negotiate a collective bargaining agreement.
The S.IS chapter of the AFT
has requested the trustees to
call an election for SJS faculty
members to elect an exclusive
bargaining agent.
Five faculty organizations
have stands on collective bargaining.
The California State Employees Association, American Association of University Professors
and the California Teachers Association are all opposed to collective bargaining with sanctions such as the strike.
The ACSCP has not committed itself on the use of strike,
although it said it will use sanctions of some nature.
The AFT has already received
strike sanction from the Central
1.abor Council,

Council Accepts
New Members
During Summer
Ten new members were ,eated
on the Academic Council of San
Jose State College during the
summer.
Seven of the members were
introduced to the council during
the June 1 meeting. Two other
vacancies and a temporary position were filled later in the slimmer.

Presented to the eouncil at
the June meeting were Melvin
Miller, Law Enforcement;
Dr. Ricnard Whitlock, Health
Saienee; Dr, Charles C. Carter,
Hementary Education; Dr. Weldon R. Parker, Elementary Education; Dr. G. A. McCallum, Biological Sciences; Dr. Oliver G.
Lien. chemistry; and Samuel
.ennel fifties. De.
Mille’
Wilier, Counseling,
linwriI \
was
,eiliced as the new
Selected io fill the temtiorary
position of Ilr. Matthew F Vessel was. David G. Bane , Dean,
School of Natural Sidence and
Mathematics. The two vacancies
were filled by Robert L. Lauritzen, Library, and Bernard L.
Weddell, Accounting,
Dr. I.. H. Lange, ehairman of
Department
t he M. t herna I ies
was selected as chairman of the
tor
year.

RT,N

SPECIAL OFFER
UCB is offering free checks and pens
to students opening their accounts
prior to October 31, 1967.
UNITED CALIFORNIA BANK
THE BANK THAT DOES A LITTLE MORE FOR YOU
2 Block; Horn Cdrnpu,

266 S. Fit St

look foe the Big Blue Sign

Looks great...
writes great...
is great!

Draft Board Policy
’Easier’ This Year
traft-conscious male students submit forms from the registrar’s
. owning to SJS, along with those office stating their present acari tither California colleges, will demic. pursuits at their college.
Continuing the. reversal of the
draft
"easier"
e
somewhat
its when they return to classes old policy, 19-year-olds are now at
the top of the draft priority in. month.
ecording to a new draft law stead of 25 -year-olds.
Male students seeking defer-.it’d July 1 by Congress, the
bey wilt lee’ to oerlook class ments may still have academicbaling as a basis ten’ deferment. class standing sent to their draft
policy recommended by board upon their request at the
ressional leaders as part of registrar’s office..
Eligibility for graduate deferi law would permit students to
deferment as a "matter of ments will now be based on guidelines recommended by the Nation, lei..
,. lit if they request."
The- old policy was to have col- al Security Council.
Students may obtain SSS109
lege students make a ease before
their local draft boatil to obtain enrollment forms for fall. 1967 se!Auct a ko re- mester at packet turn -in Sept. 21.
a deferment.
(Mired to stay in the top half of 22, and 25.
their class to keep the deferment.
The new policy states a studtnt
must keep up with his classes and
meet the. academic and other
standards of their school to obtain deferment.
’the (Alice of Economic OpporThis apparently would reverse’ tunity has awarded a grant of
INAVer back to the schools, insteadl $244.500
to the San Jose State
of retaining the old policy of draft Foundation for continuation of a
’boards setting academic starglat tin , special teacher training program
iii In.
met.
for teachers and administrators of
SJS registrar’s office will con- Project Head Start.
tinue to certify 12 or more units as
The program, directed by Dr.
full-time. This applies to both un- Mary E. Durrett, will train six
ei’eailuates and graduates.
groups of 25 teachers each from
part of the policy, a stu- California, Nevada and Oregon.
defertnemt %%t read end only Curriculum for the eight -week seswilco
comphttel tics undergrad- sions will include instruction in
’
work, kit school, or reached child development, the culture of
i 24, whichever comes first,
poverty and parent -teacher relaetas
howevei. must still tionships.

Th,.,!,

SJS Foundation
Receives Award

EBERHARD FABER’S

NOBLOT DESK SET
with your college emblem
Two famous NOBLOT Ball Point
Pensone black, one redset
in modern chrome holders on
deep -lustre black base.
Handsome,
your desk.

handy,

perfect

for

Profs Selected
For Ford Grant
Intern Program

Monday. September 18, 1967

t11.1

YOU will find

MORE USED BOOKS

$298

at

(Nat, t,int,,,:in)
at college bookstore only

Pick up an Eberhard Fber TR 35* writer, too with eermaimo,stta tip.
Writes with a thin, strong line every time! Black, r ,,.0 red, green. 495.

Spartan Bookstore
"right on campus"

EBERHARD FABER

Prof Wins Esso Grant

The Esso Education Foundation
has awarded a grant
Dr. Fred
Holmstrom, professor of physics. ,
The $35,789 grant supports the
project entitled -Developing &fenDr. H. Brett Melendy, chairman
tific Thinking Through Reference
of the Department of History, has
Patterns.’
been selected by the American
The experiment is supported
COLUICH of Education to particiunder the condition that its re-1
pate during the 1967-68 academic
suits will benefit all institutions
year in an academic administraof higher education. At the conclution program.
Dr. Melendy, one of 46 professors chosen, will do his internship
at the University of Hawaii. His
duties will include work on t w riculum planning and assisting the
vice president for community affairs on staffing and personnel
problems.
Dr. Edward J. Harrington, SJS
professor of science education and
biology, was originally selected by
the council to participate in the What do.yreosuts’e’oeuirnseifthe-nk blots?
internship program. But he declined it in favor of accepting the
newly-created position of dean of
undergraduate studies at SJS.
WI1Acockfight?
Another intern. Dr, Albert A.
A moth?
Watrel, associate vice president
A moth-eaten
for academic affairs at the State
cockfight?
University in Cortland, New York,
will spend the year at SJS working with Dr. Robert Clark, college
president.
The internship program is sapported by the Ford Foundation. It
will allow participants to serve as
ex-officio administrators on vari121 Giraffes in high foliage?
ous campuses from Sept. 1, 1967,
Scooters is a
to May 31, 1968.
collision?
TOT Staplers?
(TOT Staplers’ 7 What in...)

skin ur the project in July 1968 3
thorough evaluation will be made
and submitted to the Foundation
tor publication.
--

Swingline
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Body of Student
Found in Yosemite

The body of a young SJS student working for the summer in
Yosemite Valley has been found
above Yosemite Falls.
Dental records identified the
youth as 19-year-old John Gunn,
a sophomore from Richmond. His
body was found in sandy terrain
about 700 feet above the valley
floor.
Gunn and a fellow service station employee, Kenneth Klein, 23,
of San Antonio, Tex., were hiking
toward the falls when they disappeared July 28. Klein is still
missing.
Two teen-age brothers from El
Monte spotted Gunn’s body Sept. 6
and contacted forest rangers who
lifted the body by helicopter to a
Merced mortuary.
Gunn lived in San Jose at 325
,S 10th St.

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time, t
every time!
sic’s rugged pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
against ball-point
skip. clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
arc’s "Dyarnite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
Solid brass nose coneWill not skip, clog
or smear no matter
what devilish abu,,is devised for them
sadistic students
Get the dynamic
Bic Duo at your
campus store now.

by

This is a

Swingline
Tot Stapler

1!
OVATIONION-BIC PEN CORP.
MILFORD, SINS

{including 1000 .904/
Larger {ice CUB De{k
$

1 .69

Unconditionally gurntved.
At any stationery, variety, or book store.
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kll New and Used Books have Arrived

s.

New anti
Used Books
.1.1

Used Books 25% cheaper than
new.
Tvso 1,44a1i0ns to serve you.
Validated Parking at CB1)
1,01 near

San

main store oil

Fernando.

11111 reltintk Is id’ receipt until
()ctober 6i11 -

New Books for all your classes.
Convenient Hours:
Today through Thursday
8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Checks accepted for all purchases.
We honor BankAmericarcl and
Master Charge.

california book co., ltd.
131 e. san fernando
and
457 e. san carlos

Defense Must Stop Foes
quit
placrs
By Dennis Anstine
stai t
rnaka,
Daily Sports Editor
ULU’ ill’fIgli41! Will
Last spring’s football priiii ice II:11%111:
"
was print:1111y a crusade to .., 1,11-1
ith it is
Ah.II114.1,1tablish a tattest rushing attack
and a strong sitlensitc hue.
Aided by the recruitment sit
some talented junior college runners, the offense, dominated
Danny Holman’s passing arm durRegistration packets will not
ing the 1966 season, definitely bebe am epted tor entrance to the
came better balanced by ttte con- sts-Tevas W Is stern football
nlusion of spring practice.
gain*. SUllIrdaN ul’eordillg to asThe offensive line also showed sistant
director
of athictitli
deflaite signs of improving as Jerry Vrtioni.
depth was added to an already
Only ASIA cards ti III be I
moven :irst string interior line.
game
ored for the first I
The Alumni Game made the out- of the season. ’l’tii’ iiia be purlook for thi.) season even brighter chased Thursday and Friday.
as Holman had time throughout
Entrains- to the stadium for
the evening to throw his accurate students will be on the ifith
passes.
street (East gale) side Imly.
But before fall practice could
get under way Coach Harry Anderson had more offet.sive line also short of depth, there are still
problems. A starting o:fensive proven players at every position.
guard and a second string right Transfers Steve Alexakos and Terry Hostek are the only two non tackle had left SJS.
Then seven additional line can- lettermen playing with the first
didates dropped from the squad team.
The seconslaty should be a
during the that week of practice.
"The pressure is definitely on sII sing point for the Spurt zssss
our defense the first two games," :hroughout the ezunpaign as Ate
Anderson said before Saturday’, is: slots e. Its sedeep in veterans tri
Arizona State contest. "Until out
it titre, po,..t tons.
. .

Peterson, the
nmion’s fifth top interceptor of
ins,ses in 1988, returns surrounded
hy Al Saunders and Terry liottek.
Letterman Dilrmy Anderson and
ttansfer hal Brandi ale set to spell
Moe
the defense can not
...sked as the Spartans
host of capable passers
Th., hest of the lot may
iii ’r:
at El
as:

f11.111

ASB Cards Only

teammates to a
.1

1,111
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’Football Season DucaIs
Available for Home Tilts
Season to Mos tor SJS’ tom
game home tootball slate are on
sale at six locations in San Jose
The season book will sell for $14.
Ducats can be obtained at the
SJS Student Affairs Office on
campus, Moshers Limited at Tat
and Country Village, third and
San Fernando Streets and Old
Town in Los Gatos, Dan Caput()
Co., 202 Lewis Rd., and Carroll and
_
. _

on all books until

-Irig

October 6th

Spartan Bookstore

1111i..
O

..- tiop, 70 E. Santa 5. .5.. St.
.sii also Lai
Single gam() ticket
purchased from these. agencies. Re,erved singles are $4 and general
..dmission will sell for $3.
The four Spartan home games
!t Texas at El Paso, 8 p.m, Sept.
Ne55 Mexico, 8 p.m. Oct. 21:
Pacitsca. 1:30 p.m. Oct. 28: and
Wy ’nstitsg i homecoming I, 1:30 p.m.
N.». 4.

Returns Guaranteed

puss rush by the dealit also he i/TIPOEtmd in Anderson if Stevens is to
1,,
. pest.
Is ttorrrien Mike Spitzer, Randy
iardi n, Jack Brubaker, Mike
T,41tokirrs and Watts are the best
of the light but experienced front
A

Wi hout setious injury to some
i II Is op oerriirmers on both the
and ollensive lines, this
its
I
suiprising team. A
5,1 sound Ittietrari mixed with
ti
tsick, and l’t’ltil.VerS jUST
ssssi
...id up to a Spartan winner.

"right on campus"

Back To School Shopping At

35% DISCOUNT

DOUBLE DEADLY Junior Rich
Watts will be one of SJS’
inferior linemen on defense and
offense as the 6-2, I 98 -pound
letterman is the starting left
guard on both teams.

top

.8twitio

sap ARTAN DAILY...4e

Mondriv Repternher

Set for Stevens

l\
Back to School shoppers %ill find Vaughn.s
kilt place to shop for authentic natural slawldri
clothing and furnishings. 35’, discount on ALL mulch:nulls’) Us AI .1, departments.

Two Admitted

WAC Refuses SJS
Spartan at
recei(ed their
first fall defeat Sept. 7 in Denver
when they learned the Western
Athletic Conference declined them
admittance for another year.
Colorado State and the University of Texas at El Paso were admitted ahead of San Jose State.
The present six -school league
had been considering expansion
during the past year with six
schools seeking admittance.
San Jose State appeared close
to WAC admission in June, but
the expansion talks were put off
until last week and the Spartans
lost ground in the battle while
other
schools
improved
theft
positions.
SJS, New Mexico State, Utah
State, and Wichita State were the
schools rejected in a series of
votes. Ballots to admit the four
schools both failed by 3-2 votes,
with one abstention.
The league’s presidents’ council
voted 4-2 to invite Colorado State
and UTEP to join the circuit July
1, 1968.
"Eight seemed to be the magic
number at this time," said WAC
Commissioner Paul Brechler, "But
this does not preclude consideration of additional memberships at
a later date."
No reason was given for SJS’
denial following the meeting, but
last June WAC officials had expressed concern with the size of
crowds that would be drawn to a
WAC game as compared to a
California or Stanford versus SJS
game when Spartan Stadium is
enlarged to seat 41,000.
The grid schedule is the area

that will suffer most by the denial according to Walt McPherson,
head of the men’s P.E. department
at SJS.
"If the WAC remains an eightmember league in the future, this
will all but cut us out of competition with WAC football teams by
1975," McPherson said.
The Spartans currently are
scheduled up to that year.
This year the gridders play
Arizona State, New Mexico, Wyoming and Brigham Young, all
WAC members, and UTEP, the
new member.

:11
Vaa, ...litho
fastis4:11 lamb, IA ssssl II II
must in
-baek to sclirs,1 sass sot-i..
.M.tric to etail .it 1 ".

VassOsys natural slaatshlur
1)1.spr :knd sportcoat roll...tom includes imported
and domestic shetlands,
Irish and Harris Twei-ils.
wiile Wale Cartilln.y anti
cashmeres.
:\ lade to retail from
39.50 to 85.0()

-
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VAllGrN
DISCOUNT PRICE

1

VAUGHN DISCOUNT PRICE

$’)68 $C525
from

to

fa J

ASTOR’S COIN -OP
AUTO WASH
5 Min. Wash 25c
4 Min. Wax 50c
It’s

so easy and fun!

Elapsed Time Indicator
Dress trouser, and pirtnan-

Eliminates Guesswork

eat press

11/11. t. .1 nip,:

fitting pima
front trim leg and belt loop.
si. si Is
.Dress triss its5s- .
retail from

pallt5

2 LOCATIONS
A tills en tic Inittondown
sport shirts with correct fit
and flair. Neat checks,
plaids, tattersalls and
Many are permanent pnss,.
Made to retail front
5.95 to 8.95

732 S. 1st St.
(Bet. Virginia & Margaret)
804 Lincoln Ave.
(At Sunoll

VAUGHN DISCOUN,

from *11" to *2113
C.01111,11, P.1111, . .
Ji.i.111 I Wu.

VAUGHN DISCOUNT PRICE

$187

TRY US FOR YOUR
COMPACT, BOAT OR

from

11

I.

PUCE’

111,1.

I

VAUGHN DISCOUNT PRICE

$187 $F112
from IS
to A

5
$82

HONDA

ROWR6WNIRDAY
402
13eep

Travel first-class in Mr. Hicks Ivys with DACRON....
first with iVISA!*

VoliOln et-111ml

Whisk by old customs to these new X-PRESS* Ivys of easycare 65% Dacron** polyester, 35% combed cotton ... now
with IVISA! ... the new grease-release miracle. Stains come
out in the wash; press stays in, wrinkles fall out. Choose
metro blue, black, green clay, ripe olive, whiskey.... al your
favorite store now. $8.00
She’ll like the shape you’re in (wherever you are)!

I IICKS-PONDER CO.

PASO, TEXAS 79999

Made to retail from
95 to 8.95
VAUGHN DISCOUNT PRICE
$1152

from

to

1..1,1.

I..!

A! shoulticr vestsal saaIlatlitional in every .1. r
Mole to rvtAil from
’51 to I Vi.0(s

Weaves.

5,5 1)orringMillskrA
scgsstelea trdcle mark

7he fiew Plymouth RoadRamer
/low at your POnotith Deaier.iwhete the heatgcts 0/7

PerrnamIt pie, long and
short 51.5. s lassie bottomdown "’Bar dress shirt -oxford and broadcloth

-

VAUGHN DISCOUNT PRICE

$582

from$51"b,s87-1

DISCOUNT ON ALL ME9CHAN

11111111

BANK COEDIT
CADS VIELCOMI

AT SATHER GATE
1

IN, 11,1

Y

!sit. a’S

Salt Jose Store -- 125 S. -ith St.
(across front the Libror).

1133-8PART SNP Ts SIT V

Mnnday. September IR, 1987

Comacho, Mangiola Return

This book was
written especially for
college student&

Talented Kickers Aiming at USF’s Title
Blessed with a %eteran group of
scorers and defenders, and an AllAmerican goalie, Spartan soccer
coach Julie Menendez began practice last week with a squad that he
believes has the ability to improve
on last year’s brilliant 9-2 season.
Eleven lettermen, a large group
of promising transfers, and several
talented trash turned out for
Menendez’ initial practice last
Tuesday.
’’For the first time in many
seasons we’ll have depth at every
position. Even without viewing our
transfers in action, I feel we may
be as good, maybe better, than last
year," the veteran mentor said.
1986 CLUB
The 1966 club was almost as
good as any in the country. Only
a pair of 2-1 overtime defeats to
University of San Francisco cost
the Spartans the West Coast In.

Lowry Injury
Hurts X-Counfry
Title Chances

Tt) IF(

.
0141)1 lr s)1

Bank of America
just for students. To learn more about them.
stop by and pick up our kit, "Banking Services
for College Students." If you have questions
about an y financial matter, one of our
officers will be happy to help you.
After all, we know that everyone can’t be a

As a student, you can get a Bank of America
Tenplan* Checking account with special
features designed to meet your requirements.
For example, you can let your account
remain inactive over summer vacation at no
charge and your checks are personalized
ith your name. Money can be deposited
in your hometown branch and credited to
your account in a campus branch.
Bank of America has a number of services

Finance major.

Bank of America

IN CONGRESS. -LILY
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There’s a lot
if isork ahead for
Coach Ted Banks and his cross
country crew to improve an unbeaten 1966 season and a second
place in the USTFF and third in
the NCAA championship meets.
Even before Banks had time to
get settled in his new job as cross
country mentor, he lost the services of All-American Byron
Lowry.
Lowry, who was 12th last year
In the NCAA, injured his achilles
tendon this summer and will probably be out for the season.
Returning mainstays from last
year are Dave Barni, 8th man on
the varsity, and Ralph Games, top
man from the freshman team.
I
During the rummer, Banks bolstered the squad with six top
junior college runners.
The key newcomers are Darold
Dent, a 3-miler from Pasadena;
Pete Santos, a 2-miler from Fresno; Jim Adkins and Dave Funderbunk, milers from Palomar; Erich
Russell, 4th in the state two years
ago from Grossmont and Ted Lydon, ninth in the state from San
Mateo.
Banks’ credentials point to a
very bright future for the cross
country squad and track team.
In his four years at Pasadena
City College, he brought the school
three Western State Conference
track championships and two
cross country titles.
Prior to FCC, the new mentor
coached at three different southern California high schools and
garnered numerous championships.
The Spartans’ first meet is this
Saturday at the Long Beach Invitational. Last year the crew
from SJS finished fourth.
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THE WEIGHTLESS
ALBATROSS
scordv

175 S. 1st St.
294-2514
San Jose
open 10 a.m.-I0 p.m. daily

MORE NEW AND
USED BOOKS
are available at
Spartan Bookstore
"right on campus"

BULLETIN!
THE BOOK STORE IS NOW FEATURING
THE ONE BOOK YOU’LL USE FOR
ALL COURSES!
reports and
theme writing. Save time and avoid the tedium of
correcting mistakes.

Save yourself from crippling errors in

Equip yourself now with a permanent lifesaver by
buying the one desk dictionary that won’t let you
down. It’s Webster’s Seventh New Collegiate - required or recommended by your English department.

Owning your own copy is much easier and avoids the
hazards of guessing. So pick up this new dictionary
now at the bookstore for just $6.75 indexed. It will
still be a lifesaver ten years from now.

GET YOUR OWN COPY TODAY.

WEBSTER’S SEVENTH NEW COLLEGIATE
You’ll recognize it by the bright red jacket.

SI ZVA TEXACO
WEI COMES ALL STUDENTS
BACK TO CAMPUS

4.344"

Jr? .4,-A.,:,,

’Z.*, a

GALLERY OF TRIBAL
ARTS & CRAFTS

This is

Spartan basketball mentor Danny Glines will hold a meeting for
all 1967-68 varsity aspirants in
room MG 202, Wednesday at 3:30
p.m.
Coach Stan Morrison’s freshmen
cagers will meet Tuesday at 3
p.m. in room MG 202. Anyone interested in competing for the
Spartans this season is urged to
attend this first meeting, Morrison
said.

,d......414.,..

--:,=’,’",intn:

uel Hernandez of Madrid. Spain,
will be playing on the freshman
squad. "Everyone was after this
youngster as he is a talented and
experienced player," Menendez
said. He played for the San Francisco Scots of the San Francisco
Sunday League during the summer.
"USF will be the team to beat
again this year as they have
picked up some good performers to
replace the three top players that
graduated," Menendez said when
asked about the conference race.
The Spartans will open the
season in Spartan Stadium Sept.
29 against Westmont College of
Santa Barbara. The first league
contest will be at Pacific Oct. 7.

the only Webster with the guidance you need
in spelling and punctuation. It’s the latest. It in.
cludes 20,000 new words and new meanings.

Varsity, Frosh
Cagers To Meet
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tercollegiate title and a spot in
the NCAA
USF’s NCAA Western Regional
win over the Spartans was the
closest contest the Dons had as
they eventually won the national
title.
RETURNEES
Best of Menendez’ returnees are
goalie Frank Mangiola, a 1965 AllAmerican as a sophomore, 1966
first team all-American choice
Henry Camacho, Ed Storch. Gary
lacini, Fred Nourzad, and Bert
Manriques. Other lettermen are
Reran Mango, Jean-Pierre Canabou, Robert Davis, Richard Flabenicht, and Bob Reed.
Top performers up from the
frosh will be Bob Boogaard of
Sequoia High and Mike Mossfegh
of Persia.
Key transfers will be Art Romswinckel of Cabrillo JC and Foothill’s Augustine Nnoli of Nigetia.
Nnoli has impressed Menendez and
he comes from a soccer family as
his brother was one of Stanford’s
all-time greats.
John Camacho, Henry’s young,
brother, conies from Merritt
and will serve as an able backii
goalie for Mangiola.
One of SJS’ top players, Man

Ilif,,k,.., iltiClo -%

12,,,,..41.t...,

New and old students alike will
appreciate the many service features
at Silva’s "close to campus" location.
ALL MAJOR GAS CREDIT CARDS HONORED
EZY CASH STAMPS

If Matthew Thornton had signed his name
with the Scripto Reading Pen, he’d be remembered today.
Scripto’s new Reading Pen makes what you write easier to read.That’swhy Script calls it the Reading Pen.
Ws a new Fiber-Tip pen that writes clear and bold.
Nut a lountain pen, not a ballpoint, this is an entirely

new kind of pen with a durable Fiber-Tip. Get the retillable Reading Pen for S I. Refills come in 12 colors.
Asailahle in.. tin refillable model for 39t. Write with
Scripto’s new Reeding Pen. You’ll be remembered.

FINEST SERVICE AT BUDGET PRICES
COMPLETE LINE OF TEXACO PRODUCTS

78 S. 4th St.
ISeweobri

se4,s
As

SILVA SERVICE

295.8968

Late for Class? Well Park It For You.

sP

_Monday. geptember 18 1967
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Hind Evans Lead
Spartans in Pan-Ams

Four All-Americans
NCAA Water Polo Title?
Every coach likes to feel he has
a potential national champion
squad, and water polo mentor Lee
Walton is no exception.
In this case. however, Coach
Walton has good reason to believe
he has a possible national champion on his hands.
All-Americans Greg Hind, Jack
and Bob Likins, and Steve Hoberg
will be buck to give the opponents
headaches.
Dennis Belli. from San Mateo,
and Dan Landon, from Foothill,
both All -State champions in junior
college, are included in what
Walton feels is the strongest SJS
squad in seven years.
Add to this depth - deeper than
the S3S pool.
Garry Farrens, from Fullerton
JC; Bill Gerdts, from the SJS
frosh squad - Northern California
champs last year: Freshman co-

iater poloist Greg
,,roup of Spartan attel
:
was a leading scorer.
tor
.\ ’titan
team that captoyed the Pan-American Games
this past summer.
Hind was also a member uf the
Fuothill Athletic Club team that
,1, team title at the Pan-Am
Hind and the majority of
,thill squad were placed on
met-lean team that just fin1,1a-il a European tour, winning
38 of 40 contests.
Also in water polo, varsity men
Jack Likins and Bill Geniis and
freshmen Bob Wake and Jim Williamson played for Foothill’s B
team and finished second at the
AAIT games in Chicago.
Varsity goalie Bob Likins was
on the winning team for Corona
Del Mar in Chicago.
Dennis Belli and Dennis Lomhard played for the San Mateo
ohletic Club and placed fourth
in the AAU competition.
Steve Hoberg and Tim Haney
In,saw action in national cont-

’I..

captain Tim Halley. Dun Laster.
from Fullerton. Dennis Lombard,
No. 2 man behind goalie Bob Likins, and the list goos on.
The Spartans open their assault
on the national championship Sept.
29 at home against Cal Poly
(Pomona). This Friday SJS meets
the Alumni in an exhibition encounter.
On the road to the NCAA championships, the Spartans will meet
such powerhouses as Stanford and
rated above the 4th place
UCLA
and CaliSpartans last year
fornia and Long Beach State.
"We’ve got a team which will
delher 100 per cent all the time,"
Walton commented. "They hate to
lose. Their determination, skill and
ability should produce a great
scoring team and provide excitement during our nine-game home
schedule."

Cambridge Classics

petit:011

liU11116

SJS spikers also looked imprisive us world record holder Tom
hale Smith won the NCAA
with a time of 20.1 and man a
’20.7 in winning the 220 at the
World Games in Tokyo in late
August.
Lee Evans won the NCAA 440
at Provo. Utah with a time of
45.3 and tied the present world’s
record with a 44.9 at the Pan
American Games at Winnipeg.
Smith ran 44.8 lust spring, a
time that has been submitted for
a world record.
Greek pole vaulter Chris Papanicolaou, an SJS vaulter last semester, competed in the European
vs. American games and took second with a vault of 16-6. He is
presently in Europe and will return Oct. 1.
In golf, Ross Randall, one of
six All-Americans chosen over the
summer, finished second in the
NCAA finals in June with a 288,
only two strokes off the winning
pace of Hale Erwin of Colorado.

College Career Jobs

the styling is traditional the colors and fabrics are

what’s happening!

CONTACT
WEARERS!

EXCLUSIVE!
Free removable carrying
case! Provides hygienic,
convenient care
for your
lenses.

for Young Men
Lifeguards

One solution for
complete lens care

Team Coach

Swimming Instructors
TOP GOALIE
Likins, second team All-Arncrican and
Bob
member of the winning team at the AAU national championships in Chicago, sharpens his defensive skills in readiness for
this fall’s action.

Wimbledon Champs
In SJS Exhibition
7=7;

FROM SAN FRANCISCO -Classic Ivy Styling in slacks that
ought tocost more -hut don’t! No hang-up with wrinkles or pressing:
Cactus Press’d does the lob. At alert dealers everywhere, or write
Box 2468, South San Francisco, California 94080.

Mintoridge oassies CACTUS.
CASUALS

Wimbledon and U.S. Natior.:1
women’s champ Billie Jean Kii
will battle San Francisco’s
year-old flash Rosemary Casal,
in the top match of a tennis exhibition next Monday in Spartzin
Gym at 7:30 p.m.
SJS tennis coach Butch Krikorian’s annual exhibition of top
amateur players will also leattim
several of the world’s top male
stars as did last year’s event.
Australians Roy Emerson, Tony
Roach and John Newcombe ,:
probables along with South
rica’s Cliff Drysdale, Charles l’
arid of Pueito Rico, and Am,
cans Arthur Ashe and (’lit
Graebner.
Newcombe captured the Wiii.
bledon and U.S. crowns this ye:
He soundly defeated Graebner
three sets two weeks ago for I h.
U.S. title. Newcombe had enteri,,I
the match as No. 1 seed whit,’
Graebner had come up throw
the unseedeci ranks to reach (h.
finals.
Reigning as the queen of tenorfor the past two years, ’Milt Jean
not only won the singles at Wim:
bledon this past summer, but
the doubles and mixed dould
matches.
Miss Casals began her rise ii
the world tennis scene in the las(
few months after graduating frow
high school in San Francisco.
Tickets are now on sale at nio,t
of San Jose’s tennis clubs, Gordon’s Sport Shop, and SJS’ Student Affairs office. Ducats will
sell at $1 for students and $3 lot
the reserved section.

So you’re chairman
in charge of
building the float,
decorating the house,
dressing up the party....

r-- -

LEARN WHILE YOU EARN
We

went conscientious, talented, well groomed, personable
young men
interested in a steady part time and vacation

uoim
Featuring \\

mid

!4leitk-

job

who are

opportunity

throughout

Background in swimming

with

their college career.

references required.

Training

is provided.

"411,1re r
APPLY NOW FOR FALL, WINTER OR SPRING PROGRAM

to tri

I p.m_

p
lie %Lao

.

ADD JANES’ SWIM SCHOOL
550 WILLOW ROAD

MENLO PARK

323-7717

local

To Crystal Tissue Company

mitaberown, Ohio

pomps

FREE CARRYING CASE. Exclusive
removable carrying case with
every bottle of Lensine. Th
scientific -and convenient-way
to protect your contacts.
LENSINE from
The Murine Company, Inc.
...eye care specialist for 70 year*

Spartan Bookstore
welcomes you back with

MORE USED BOOKS
save

254 cash
books for a//

classes

returns guaranteed until October 6th
(with cash register receipt)

Now what?
Get flame-resistant Poems. You can do all kinds of decorating
jobs with Pomps and do them beuer, easier, faster . . . and
more beautifully. Pomps are economical, too, and ready to use
...cut to the size you need and available in 17 beautiful colors
that are virtually colorfast whim wet. Use them for indoor or
librarian for the booklet
outdoor decorations. Ask your
"Tips on How to Build Better Floats and Displays." If she
doesn’t have it, tell her to write us for a copy.

Lensine’s special properties
assures smoother, nomirotating
lens surface when inserting your
"contacts." Just a drop or two
will do it. When used for cleaning,
a unique Lensine formula helps
retard buildup of contaminants
and foreign deposits on the
lenses. It’s self -sterilizing and
antiseptic. Ideal for wet storage
or "soaking" of lenses. Lensine
reduces harmful bacteria cowtaminahon.

Spartan Bookstore
"right on campus"

CRSP

State College Students Study Abroad
At 10 Campuses in Seven Countries
I
,,renre James G.
’ inGreuty ot
are
are Ceeirha
i
, tisit SH
..-rineeki, Louis. \I
, tare, Paul
,,T. abroad for the coming !Thomas J. Rye, Pat!
S!,.
and Ilrlen Middleton
Susan K. Fields. Ir., s’ittimel,
school year under the oollege-i’hoft,
Carol I
in Italy this year,
t for his second year
studies;
international
sponsored
r::
hut A. tiara and Yoish WahlLeal, Sandra Dee Mayfield,
progri.M.
. re it
at Waseda Unitel G. Oliveira, Gail P. St. ,
Ai Tokyo, Japan. Karen
These students, along with 2(X)’ Patricia A. Travers, and Dili,, .1
:,
Is at the National Unifellow students from IX Califon. Wiley.
in Taiwan, Formosa.
In Italy, students attend the stust,
Ma state colleges, will be seattered
- --over 10 campuses in seven cowltries.
The program is for junior, senior, and graduate students Wil;;
scholastic, linguistic, and
Meet
personal requirements. The
dents are simultaneously enro.,
in their state college as wet
the foreign university they
attending.
The Americans share dormi,
ies with their "hosts" so
seek out other AmenFor securitY. This helps "the I.
Metiers" to heroine familiar \\ r,,
their mw culture and envies,ment.

1

The program costs the it tube,
between $1.880 and $2,380 tr
room, board and round-trip transportation. Ilowever, the eost is no
greater to the state than if it,
student were at his state errl!..
In Spain, students att. ft.
universities, in Granada or \ i.ri, r
Susan M. Vogt is in Granada. Air-jandro M. Alvarez, Ruben S. Gonzales. Suzanne Kaiden, Eliette Ltdlemand and Karen E. Michaeluff
art’ in Madrid.
There are two participating universities in Sweden also: one in
Uppsala and one in Stockholm.
Those it Uppsala ale John ArI’
thun, Pamela .1. Frost, Hiel
Ger\ ry, Frank B. Gray, s
’
Grethen It inald
Ir. Nash, John
M. Peats,..
d
;

10 MX

Monday, September 1R. 15167

No op! No pop! No jazz!

John Meyer clothes move
with the times but they’re
always themselves. They’re
classics in modern dress --done
with wit and wisdom...subtlety
and eclat.
Intuitively, John Meyer
takes his cue from the tastes,
manners and personality of
the young women who wear
his clothes; neo-classic individualists who refuse to let clothes
or anything get in the way of
their individuality.
If you’re a neo-classic and
an individualist, you should
see John Meyer’s new Fall
niceties. They’re now being
shown at discerning stores
everywhere.

won’t

NO GREATER

N

eo-Classic

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
,

COSTS’

RT

CZ

5 16 N ED UP FOR A YEA4 30t7g- JOiJ2P rwe 6ociOV Poe A
Fer1eRcAMPu5-60a6o1 TickeT Frg A PANGe - SuBick16Eo TO
11-1E ALUMNI mtA6A7INE -GOT A crlesr *8Y-ENfiaLEP IN INF
FON ,sr GAME5CLt
Lrf J. cOuLCNT &CT IN ANY CL-As6E5,1(

SAVE 25% CASH

’00

must in. and ittiliet t Kent \ Vol,
.ue in Stockholm.
III Germany, students attrnd
gui
Uni \ ri’s lvii
Free 1.rIlVerSily ;if Perlin Tim,
C Iluker and SieNim J. Itrazis
Ronald tier, i
in t 1.idelbert.f.
who prcviously studied
luring 1966-67, and W.
Mrserth are in Perlin.
Students in the iirw-rtirri or, .
,t the University of A
iii France. Those in
-

on ail used books
at
Spartan Bookstore
"right on campus"

,

We’re Busting at the Sea

with Used Books

SHOP EARLY ... SAVE 25% ON USED BOOKS

fotettm2

BOOKsT0RE

330.Softith,
dorms

St.

